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were far ahead of us, and that a Russian child had a
natural instinct and interest which made formal or
stupid observations impossible. The lady wrote on the
board what she took to be the chief characteristics of
the old family of gentry : " kindliness, hospitality,
behaviour to others, absence of management" ; a choice
which was as fair and objective as could be. These
points were gone over again with the class, and one
pupil was singled out to give an explanation of a given
point. The pupil selected, whether boy or girl, stepped
up boldly to the blackboard and handled die question
without any diffidence. Meanwhile a forest of hands
was extended at any point where the demonstrator went
astray, and the teacher rapidly took corrections from
this side or that. This spirit of competition or, as it is
called in Russia, emulation, was the most striking feature
of the lesson. Finally a home task was written up on the
board.
The history lesson was especially interesting to me,
for it illustrated the new direction of which I have spoken
above. Here were workers' children of fourteen or
fifteen listening to an excellent account of the Roman
Empire, beginning with Augustus. Again, with a com-
plete absence of the formal, the organization, the roads,
the laws, the social history were followed clean through.
At one point the teacher read out a passage from Juvenal,
and Seneca and Martial were also mentioned as illus-
trating the decline of the Empire. Poor Seneca had
rather a short turn, as the main thing said about him was
that he " wrote one thing and did another,'* which was
duly repeated later on demand by a pupil. The teacher
very rightly dealt more fully with the main social causes

